5th Grade Battle of the Books

Question types:

1) A question about a character or plot point that is crucial to the book. No character or place names will be included in any questions.
2) A quote from one of the characters.
3) A passage from the narrator.

Sample questions:

In which book do 2 boys imagine that their school principal is a superhero?

   Captain Underpants by Dav Pilkey

In which book does an owl attempt to deliver a very important piece of mail to a boy who lives under the stairs?

   Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone by J.K. Rowling

In which book would you find the following quote, “But the more I focused on my interests, the more it brought out things I liked about myself”?

   Smile by Raina Telgemeier

In which book would you find the following quote, “It’s not easy writing thank-you notes for the stuff you didn’t want in the first place.”?

   Diary of a Wimpy Kid by Jeff Kinney

In which book would you find the following passage, “She did not shut it properly because she knew that it is very silly to shut oneself into a wardrobe, even if it is not a magic one.”?

   The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe by C.S. Lewis

In which book would you find the following passage, “He was slumped over, blood trickling from the side of his mouth. I shook his furry hip, thinking, No! Even if you are half barnyard animal, you’re my best friend and I don’t want you to die!”?

   The Lightning Thief by Rick Riordan